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Earbuds TWS 1MORE FIT SE OPEN (black)

TWS 1MORE FIT SE OPEN wireless earbuds (black)
Discover a new sound quality with the TWS 1MORE FIT SE OPEN wireless earbuds. They feature 14.2-millimeter dynamic DLC diaphragm
drivers that deliver stunning sound. Thanks to a low-frequency enhancement algorithm, you'll  appreciate powerful  bass in a new way.
The 4 noise-canceling microphones allow you to make phone calls with ease, and the powerful battery provides up to 30 hours of use.
Bluetooth version 5.3 guarantees a stable connection. In addition, the open design of the equipment and practical ear hooks increase the
comfort of use. Another advantage is IPX5-level resistance, allowing you to listen to music in almost any conditions.
 
New sound quality
Enhance your mood with excellent sound quality. The 1MORE FIT SE OPEN earbuds offer an advanced DBB bass enhancement algorithm
and 14.2mm dynamic drivers with DLC diaphragm. All this translates into exceptional sound quality with a distinctive, energetic sound. In
addition, the rigid DLC diaphragm guarantees better response to variable tones and extraordinary sensitivity, and as a result - accurately
reproduces every detail. Also noteworthy is the advanced directional sound technology, which provides greater privacy when listening to
your audio of choice and enhances the performance of the earbuds.
 
4 noise-canceling microphones
With  4  built-in  MEMS  microphones  and  an  intelligent  noise  reduction  algorithm,  the  1MORE  FIT  SE  OPEN  earbuds  take  the  quality  of
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phone  calls  to  a  whole  new  level.  You  can  rest  assured  that  unnecessary  background  noises  will  be  effectively  minimized  and  every
spoken word will be faithfully reproduced. Forget about interference and talk freely on the phone anywhere!
 
Bluetooth 5.3
1MORE earbuds use the latest Bluetooth 5.3 technology, providing instant connectivity and effective noise immunity. The wireless range
of  10  meters  allows you to  move freely  while  listening to  music.  Forget  about  connection  problems and enjoy  great  sound no matter
where you are.
 
Long runtime
Let music accompany you during a variety of activities. One charge is enough to keep the 1MORE earbuds running for up to 10 hours.
You can extend this time to 30 hours using the included charging case. Say goodbye to limitations and enjoy exceptional performance!
 
Innovative ergonomic design
Thanks to its open design, the FIT SE OPEN earbuds do not go through the ear canals, which significantly increases the comfort of use.
The weight of a single earphone is only 10 grams, and the thoughtful design with a gentle curve makes it fit perfectly in the ear, ensuring
stability  during  physical  activity.  You  also  don't  have  to  worry  about  uncomfortable  pressure.  Importantly,  the  transmission  of  sound
without vibration on the bone eliminates disturbances in spatial perception. The solutions used also allow you to stay in touch with your
surroundings, which significantly increases safety during bicycle tours.
 
Intuitive operation
Conveniently  change  songs,  adjust  volume,  answer  incoming  calls,  or  activate  the  voice  assistant  with  a  single  touch  on  the
corresponding handset. You can also customize touch settings from the 1MORE MUSIC app.
 
IPX5 water resistance
1MORE earbuds are distinguished by their IPX5-level sweat and moisture resistance. This means you can confidently use them during an
intense workout without worrying about the effects of sweat or changing weather conditions. Let your favorite songs accompany you in
any situation!
 
Included:
Wireless earbuds
Charging case
Charging cable
User manual
	Manufacturer
	1MORE
	Model
	EF606
	Transducers
	14.2 mm
	Impedance
	16 Ω
	Earphone battery capacity
	85 mAh
	Battery capacity of the case
	600 mAh
	Earphone charging time
	90 minutes
	Charging time of the case
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	120 minutes
	Total playback time
	30 hours
	Bluetooth version
	5.3
	Wireless range
	10 m
	Bluetooth protocol
	HFP / A2DP / AVRCP
	Input
	5V 0.5A
	Operating temperature
	0 ℃ to 45 ℃
	Frequency response
	2.400 GHz to 2.4835 GHz
	Weight of case
	59,7 g
	Weight of earbud
	79,7 g
	Dimensions of the earbud
	44.92 x 47.11 x 22.64 mm
	Dimensions of the case
	104.8 x 54.6 x 30.0 mm
	Color
	black

Price:

Before: € 82.0041

Now: € 73.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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